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HOW TO EVALUATE WEB SITES

Question Sheet
30 marks

Directions: Review the main ideas. Then, answer the following questions.
Main Ideas
While there is a lot of valuable information online, there is also a lot of information that can be
deceptive and misleading.
1. Most of the web sites we see on the internet are evaluated and may be used for researcher
information.
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
2. (10 marks) Name the five components you should consider when evaluating a web site?
Briefly describe the key points for each of these components.

3. (5 marks) What can we do to determine if the author has any knowledge about the
information he/she is writing about. How do we know this author is trustworthy?

4. Some articles can be biased depending what domain they are on?
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
5. (4 marks) ______________________ errors and __________________________ mistakes
are warning signs that the information provided may not be accurate.

Tips for Using the Internet for Research
Main Ideas
The Internet is probably the single most important new tool for research since the public
library. There is so much information out there that it is difficult to know where to begin.
6. A spider crawler is used to locate infected web information?
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
7. (2 marks) If you want to find a site with the exact topic or phrase you would place
____________ around it. Give an example of a topic you would search for using this method.

8. (2 marks) How would your search work if you are using the word NEAR. Sports NEAR
medicine.

9. To exclude unwanted results. You would type the following
for your search. “sports medicine’ – baseball
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
10. (2 marks) When doing your search on the internet, what are the indications of a sponsored
links?

11. Sponsored links are paid links?
a) TRUE
b) FALSE

